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TEAC and SRRTEP Information Requests

• Stakeholder suggestions for TEAC and SRRTEP Information

• Presentations by American Municipal Power
  – Example of Information for Baseline & Supplemental Projects
    • Planning Committee – December 14, 2017
    • Transmission Replacement Senior Task Force – October 24, 2017
      – http://pjm.com/-/media/committees-groups/task-forces/trpstf/20171025/20171025-item-06-baseline-and-supplemental-projects.ashx
• PJM Information
  – Focus on RTEP implementation

• Equipment Owner Information (typically TO, sometimes GO or other)
  – 15 larger Transmission Owners and over 30 total Transmission Owners

• Stakeholders
  – Very wide range of stakeholders
Review of 2017 TEAC and SRRTEP Enhancements

- Two-pass review of both baseline and supplemental projects
  - Solution alternatives and recommendations
- Increased meeting frequency (SRRTEP)
- Enhanced visuals, diagrams and mapping
- Information exchange during meetings (meeting engagement and duration)
TEAC and SRRTEP Information Challenges

- Requests for detailed information
- Requests for additional simulations
- Critical Electric Infrastructure Information (CEII)
- Confidential Information
• Breath, depth and volume of questions

• Generalized data requests (i.e. every project)
  – Not all projects are equal

• PJM Looking to strike an efficient balance
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